SPORTS COMPETITIONS FOR
CHILDREN WHO OVERCAME
CANCER
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WINNERS’ GAMES stand for

International sports competitions among children who have come
through oncological diseases
The largest annual project of the “Podari Zhizn” ("Подари жизнь")
fund, which provides assistance to children and young adults in their
fight against cancer and other serious diseases
A rehabilitation project that helps children and their families
overcome emotional consequences of the disease and publicly
demonstrates that child cancer is curable
A unique international movement that combines sports with helping
children who fight oncological diseases
a 10-year success story (the X anniversary Winners’ Games will be held
in summer 2019)
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«Thanks to the games, the children who are still
fighting the disease can see that anything can
be overcome, that they are not alone, there are
many people like them. When they fight the
disease it seems to them the only ones affected
are themselves and their families. But when
they see there are so many children from all
over the world, their perception changes, and
they see they can overcome anything», —

CHULPAN KHAMATOVA, ACTRESS
AND “PODARI ZHIZN” ("ПОДАРИ
ЖИЗНЬ") FUND CO-FOUNDER

THE SCALE OF THE EVENT
Children and parents from more than 20 countries of different continents (Azerbaijan,
Armenia, Belarus, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, India,
Kazakhstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Turkey,
Kyrgyzstan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan), and more than 40 regions of Russia participate in the
Games
In 9 years, over 4,000 children have taken part in the Winners’ Games

Parents of the children as well as local and international charities
representatives take part in the Games too
A system of regional qualifying stages is being developed in Russia (Yekaterinburg,
Belgorod, Chelyabinsk, Tver, Orenburg, Rostov-on-Don, Perm, Kaliningrad, Samara,
etc.) and abroad (Bulgaria, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Hungary, etc.)
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«It became possible to win over the disease
because these children were always
accompanied by loyal friends and assistants
— doctors, donors, volunteers, charity
providers. Today, our holiday is the best proof
that everything is possible», —

DINA KORZUN
ACTRESS AND AND “PODARI ZHIZN” ("ПОДАРИ
ЖИЗНЬ") FUND CO-FOUNDER

HISTORY OF THE GAMES
Over the years, the Winners’ Games have been hosted by the best sports venues of
Moscow - Luzhniki arena, Gorky Park, CSKA sports complex, Lokomotiv stadium
Refereeing at the competitions is provided by the Olympic federations of each sports
Numerous sports, film and music stars become guests of the Games (“Bravo”,
“Brainstorm”, Turetsky Choir, Vil Golovko, David Shiner, Igor Akinfeev, Ingeborga
Dapkunaite, Maxim Matveev, Yury Stoyanov, Valdis Pelsh, Marat Safin, Ekaterina
Gamova, Vladimir Salnikov, Sergei Shilov, Tatiana Navka, Svetlana Khorkina, Svetlana
Zhurova, Alexey Nemov, Alexander Popov, Anton Sikharulidze, Shavarsh Karapetyan,
Ilya Averbukh, Alexandra Kosteniuk and Vladimir Kramnik)
Excursions for the Games participants are provided by the top
museums and entertainment venues of Moscow
The Winners‘ Games are widely covered in media in Russia and abroad (TV stories
and publications about the IXth Games have appeared on more than 200 channels,
websites and in other media in Russia, Belarus, India, Hungary, Serbia, Kyrgyzstan,
etc.)
Live broadcasts of the Games have been watched by over 350 thousand people on
Odnoklassniki (maximum audience reach during broadcast)
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THE REHABILITATIVE EFFECT OF THE WINNERS’ GAMES
79% of participants’ parents note that children have become more active in
PE classes and in sports activities. They:

•

Games have given my child a motivation to become a
professional footballer.

• Join sports sections

•

After the Games he took up sport shooting.

• Actively take part in PE lessons

•

After the Games she started going to a shooting gallery.

• Set new athletic goals

•

Now they go to a sports school.

•

The child began doing morning exercises, and in some
standards in PE classes they are ahead of their classmates
with no health restrictions.

•

He began attending PE classes regularly and he’s taking it
seriously.

Russian and foreign funds note a positive rehabilitation effect for the participants:

• They become more confident
• They get better at socializing and make new friends more easily

• They are more actively involved in team work at other events and programs
A SURVEY AMONG PARENTS OF THOSE WHO HAVE PARTICIPATED IN THE WINNERS’
GAMES TWICE

WERE YOU PREPARING AND TRAINING FOR THE
FIRST GAMES?
WAS ACTIVELY PREPARING

MORE ACTIVELY

WAS NOT SPECIALLY PREPARING,
BUT WAS DOING SPORTS

THE SAME

ONLY A LITTLE BIT
NO
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WERE YOU PREPARING AND TRAINING FOR THE
SECOND GAMES?

LESS
WAS NOT SPECIALLY PREPARING

PROJECT EVOLUTION
Project goals
by 2020
Increase the number of participants to at least 2,000 per year (including regional stages)
Geographic expansion: at least 20 regional stages in Russia and 10 stages abroad
New countries participating, including the US, China and Western Europe. Not less than 25
countries participating in total
Project recognition abroad, international partnerships in sports and charity fields,
engaging foreign media
Organizational and financial stability of the project

Our mission:
Every child who overcame cancer has an opportunity to take part in
the Winners’ Games
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«The victory over the disease, which you have
already won, is the best motivation for new
achievements and new fight. I wish a sports
fight will open a new wonderful page in these
children's lives and will teach them how to
look at challenges and obstacles from a new
perspective, because this is what builds
character and teaches us to never give in or
be complacent»,—
EKATERINA GAMOVA, OLYMPIC
CHAMPION

WINNERS’ GAMES 2019

The X Winners‘ Games will be held in Moscow at CSKA sports complex
3-7 July 1029
500 children who overcame cancer, aged 7-16, from 20 countries and
40 regions of Russia will participate
Russian and international regional qualifying stages will be held March to
May 2019 in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Belgorod
Yekaterinburg
Kaliningrad
Perm
Rostov-on-Don
Samara
Tver
Chelyabinsk
Belarus
Bulgaria
Hungary

WINNERS’ GAMES 2019
What’s new at Games 2019?
Channel One Russia is the General Media Partner

A concert for the Winners’ Games anniversary: Disney classics accompanied
by a symphonic orchestra. Organised together with Disney Russia and
Zapomni
In collaboration with Nike: A project aimed at promoting accessible sports - an
educational digital platform, workouts in the Nike Box at Gorky Park and training
sessions for the Games’ participants before the contest. We created safe place for
you to train and socialize.

An additional day for celebrating the anniversary of the Games. Famous artists and
athletes, private and corporate partners of the Games and “Podari Zhizn” ("Подари
жизнь") foundation and journalists will be invited.

Special events where the champions of previous years will take part
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THE GAMES’ PARTNERS
The project budget includes expenses of hosting the event and of the full
support for participants and their parents during the Games
(accommodation, meals, uniforms, etc.). The project also sets a goal of cofinancing regional stages and fundraising for the “Podari Zhizn” ("Подари
жизнь") Fund.
Hosting such a large-scale event as the Winners' Games becomes possible
due to the support of corporate partners who take all the expenses.

Advantages of participation in the project :
Social and corporate image enhancement through co-branding with the biggest
project of the “Podari Zhizn” ("Подари жизнь") Foundation.
International brand positioning as well as positioning at the federal and regional levels
in Russia
Brand promotion in advertisements of a spectacular sports event for the recovered
children. Opportunity for promoting the importance of social responsibility for both the
company and the employees
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TYPES OF PARTNERSHIP PARTICIPATION
TYPES OF
PARTNERSHIP
PARTICIPATION

GENERAL PARTNER

OFFICIAL / MEDIA
PARTNER

Outdoor advertising
Venue advertising
Printed materials
"Podari Zhizn” ("Подари
жизнь") Foundation website
Winners’ Games website
Press- and post-release

Events for partners and stars
Social Networks of the Games
Licensee (selling branded
products)
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see slide 16

TECHNICAL / SPORTS
PARTNER

PARTNERS’ ADVERTISING MATERIALS PUBLICATION

ЕЛЕНА ИВАНОВСКАЯ, 16 ЛЕТ Г.
ВЛАДИМИР
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HOW TO SUPPORT THE PROJECT
Sponsorship offer includes these packages:

Partners of the Moscow stage :
GENERAL PARTNER: exclusive status, wide marketing support
OFFICIAL PARTNER: the status can be provided to several partners. Preferred conditions for
marketing support
MEDIA PARTNER: the partner provides information support for the event for free or on
special conditions
SPORTS PARTNER: responsible for sports competitions organization.
TECHNICAL PARTNER: makes a s cash contribution or provides products or services for
organizing the Games for free or on special terms

REGIONAL PARTNER: represented on selected regional stages. The sponsor's
contribution depends on the scale of the selected stage
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I will remember these four days forever.
I'm glad I got here! These emotions,
hugging different people... I'm gonna
miss it all. And our counselors! My team
became my second family. We were
happy for each other's victories as if they
were our own. Thank you!
ELENA IVANOVSKAYA, 16 years old VLADIMIR,
Russia

GENERAL PARTNER PACKAGE

The Partner's logo is placed in outdoor advertising in Moscow and on Internet banners.1
The Partner's logo is placed at the venue of the Games during the event: on a facade banner / at the
entrance to the venue, on the press wall of the Games, on the background of the stage and the
awards podium, on sport types banners
Partner materials - roll-ups, banners, branded cheering items - are placed at the venue during the
event
Partner's logo is placed in the printed materials (polygraphy): folders for the participants, event schedule,
papers to hand out
Information about the Partner is placed on the “Podari Zhizn” ("Подари жизнь") Fund website www.podari-zhizn.ru and project website - www.winnersgames.ru
Information about the Partner is disrtibuted in materials for media - press-release and postrelease
Information about the Partner is placed on social networks (“Winners’ Games" Facebook, VK,
OK pages)
Opportunities for activities at the venue (brand’s zones, cheering items for fans)
An "active" logo of the Sports / Technical partner is placed on the Games website in the
Partners section - http://winnersgames.ru/partners/, with a hyperlink to the partner's website
Note:
1 Outdoor advertising depends on the approval of the advertising Committee of Moscow and requires additional confirmation..
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Winners’ Games is a very big reward
to all the kids who suffer from cancer!
On my behalf I thank you very-very
much, let everyone be healthy and
happy. Thank you!!!

BOGDAN
GORYA,
MOLDOVA

OFFICIAL / MEDIA PARTNER
PACKAGE

The Partner's logo is placed in outdoor advertising in Moscow
1

The Partner's logo is placed at the venue during the event: on the press wall of the Games, on the
background of the stage and the awards podium
Partner materials - roll-ups and banners - are placed at the venue during the event

Partner's logo is placed in the printed materials (polygraphy): folders for the participants, event schedule,
papers to hand out
Information about the Partner is placed on the “Podari МОНИЖ,
Zhizn” ("Подари жизнь") Fund
website - www.podari-zhizn.ru and project website - www.winnersgames.ru
The Partner is mentioned in materials for media: press-release, post-release
An "active" logo of the Sports / Technical partner is placed on the Games website in the
Partners section - http://winnersgames.ru/partners/, with a hyperlink to the partner's website
Note:

1 Outdoor advertising will be provided depending on the approval of the advertising Committee of Moscow and
requires additional confirmation..
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As for me, the Games were an
incredible experience and a great
opportunity. At this event I made
new friends from different countries,
I had fun and was laughing a lot. I
liked it so much!
CAROLINA MONIZ,
PORTUGAL

SPORTS / TECHNICAL
PARTNER PACKAGE
The Sports partner organizes sports competitions, including refereeing, record keeping
and results calculation, and, if necessary, provides the training process;
The technical partner makes a monetary contribution, or provides products or services for
organizing the Games for free or on special terms.

The best gift for any doctor is to see his
patients healthy and happy again.
VALERIYA KALEVA, PHYSICIAN PEDIATRIC
HEMATOLOGY HOSPITAL OF VARNA
BULGARIA

Partner materials are placed at the venue during the event: on partner’s roll-ups and banners,
press wall, on background of the stage of entertainment town stage
Partner's logo is placed in the printed materials (polygraphy): folders for the participants, event schedule,
papers to hand out
The Partner is mentioned on the “Podari Zhizn” ("Подари жизнь") Fund website www.podari-zhizn.ru and project website - www.winnersgames.ru
An "active" logo of the Sports / Technical partner is placed on the Games website in the
Partners section - http://winnersgames.ru/partners/, with a hyperlink to the partner's website
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Before the Games, I was embarrassed
about what happened to me. And after
these five days, I can't wait to tell the
world that I'm a hero..
MAGDALENA HADZHIEVA,
BULGARIA

CO-BRANDING
Attracting new target audiences and increasing the loyalty of the existing ones
Opportunity to increase sales and brand recognition as a result of a bright,
unconventional PR campaign
Building a socially responsible marketing strategy around an important topic
that concerns a significant percentage of the target audience

Creating new value for existing products
Expanding the age boundaries of the audience towards a new generation of
consumers through integration with a children and youth event

The trade mark of the Winners' Games (the logo) is registered in
Russia, the USA, China, Belarus, Germany, Kazakhstan and
Poland.
The licensing alliance with the Games brand is especially
interesting for exporting companies.
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EVERY 5th PERSON IN RUSSIA
LEARNED ABOUT A JOINT
PROJECT OF THE WINNERS’
GAMES AND SPLAT

«WE’VE ACHIEVED AN AUDIENCE
COVERAGE 2.5 TIMES HIGHER THAN
PLANNED»
according to SPLAT

FEEDBACK
«These children have already proven by their own example there's
nothing impossible in this life. Each year we can't wait for the
Winners Games, where we can meet them, support them at the
competitions and enjoy these happy days of triumph of will power,
bravery, agility and happiness. The kids come from different cities
or even countries, but they all share something in common: they
are the real heroes and winners! They have won the most important
victory in their lives»

We were deeply touched by the warm
welcome and hospitality we've been
greeted with. You host such a wonderful
and important event in Moscow for the
children all over the world who have
fought cancer. It was an honour for us to
represent our country at the Winners
games. Thank you.
JADEN DMELLO, 8 YEARS,
INDIA

I loved everything at the Winners
CHULPAN KHAMATOVA,
DINA KORZUN,
“PODARI ZHIZN” ("ПОДАРИ
ЖИЗНЬ") FUND COFOUNDERS

For my daughter, this trip has been a crucial experience, she
constantly talks about it at home and at school, proud of medals. I
noticed that due to this, her self-esteem has increased, which is
rare for a 10 years old girl. Previously, because of the disease
Panna felt worse than her peers, despite the all-round support. So

Games, everything was awesome!
Thanks a lot to the hosts!!! I want to
come again next year and win more
prizes for the team. Thank you for
organising such huge events for us.

I have to say that this event and its professional organization gave
a huge positive impact!
MOTHER OF PANNA ISHTUVKOVICH,
HUNGARY
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ANTON GARBAR, UKRAINE

CONTACTS

THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE OF THE WORLD CHILDREN'S
WINNERS' GAMES
www.winnersgames.ru
+7 (495) 995-3109

CORPORATE CLIENTS DIRECTOR: Elena Vinkova
+7 (916) 655-6866
vinkova@winnersgames.ru
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THE HEAD OF DEPARTMENT OF CORPORATE
PARTNERS OF “PODARI ZHIZN” ("ПОДАРИ
ЖИЗНЬ") FUND: Olga Kolesnikova
+7 (495) 995-3105
olga.kolesnikova@podari-zhizn.ru

DESIGN AND LAYOUT :
Astra Channel

